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As Applications Move to the Cloud, How 
Do You Get the Most Value From Your 
ADC Investment?
Your business depends on applications every day. But how you use those apps, and how you 
deliver them, is changing. That’s forcing you to re-evaluate your ADC strategy. How do you 
know which ADC investment will return the best value?

This ebook will help you assess the potential financial impact of your ADC choice, first by 
explaining how different ADC strategies can impact TCO, and second by detailing how much 
cost savings customers may expect from different strategies.

Why This Matters

Application Delivery Controllers (ADCs) ensure consistent performance and availability of your 
applications. Like the apps they deliver, ADCs today are evolving and diversifying to meet the 
changing needs and expectations of the digital workplace. For instance ADCs now come in 
hardware, virtual, and containerized form factors; they can be sized to meet your projected 
application usage; and they can be designed to integrate cloud-based apps with a centralized 
management solution. As you determine how to allot your ADC spend, you are making choices not 
only about your immediate costs, but about the future flexibility of your network, your ability to 
move work functions to the cloud, and the costs of refresh in years to come.
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At a Time of Change…
Three Possible Strategies for Your ADC Refresh 
Investment

Conventional Hardware
Most ADCs carry a fixed licensed capacity. Traditionally, when businesses needed to 
increase capacity, they either bought new appliances or upgraded the appliances 
they already owned. This buy-it-when-you-need it strategy makes short-term sense 
for companies that prefer to manage hardware on-premise, and may not be ready 
to move to cloud. In the long run however, as business demands increase, recurring 
purchases can be expensive and disruptive, and can eventually lead to “appliance 
sprawl” which is costly to support.

Consolidation with Multi-tenancy
Many organizations are replacing multiple point solution appliances with a “scale in” 
approach. Rather than continue to buy more and more devices, they choose to go in 
the opposite direction, consolidating existing load balancers, VPNs and firewalls onto a 
multi-tenant platform—a single physical device that supports multiple tenants, and that 
over time, can scale up as needed, without the set-up and deployment requirements of 
complex upgrades. Find out more about the advantages of consolidation on page 4.

Pooled Capacity Licensing
As applications transition to the cloud and the data center evolves towards a software-
defined model, the requirements for ADCs are rapidly evolving. A “software first” ADC 
decouples software from hardware, freeing you to allocate instance capacity flexibly 
across your network, in hardware or software either on-premise or in the cloud. Find out 
more about the advantages of pooled capacity on page 6.
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Conventional Refresh: A TCO Comparison of 
F5 vs NetScaler

Customers who choose to stick with the conventional refresh strategy do have options on the 
market, including Citrix NetScaler and F5’s iSeries.

NetScaler supports up to 100% more encrypted SSL traffic than F5’s comparable iSeries 
offering. Both platforms support up to 20 Gbps of throughput, however NetScaler processes 
HTTP requests up to 67% faster than F5’s.

The following table shows a comparison of performance and estimated TCO for the NetScaler 
8920 Platinum Edition vs. F5’s iSeries Big-IP i4600 with Best licensing.

Over a 5 year period, customers will get a better price performance 
overall from the NetScaler 8920.

F5 iSeries i4600 NetScaler 8920

1 Year Asset Cost* $79,560 $70,800 

5 Year Asset Cost** $125,800 $114,000

Bandwidth supported 20 Gbps 20 Gbps

SSL throughput 10 Gbps 20 Gbps

HTTP requests per second 550,000 1,700,000

SSL (RSA 2K) transactions per second 10,000 22,000

SSL (ECDHE) transactions per second 6,500 10,000

Save over 41% to support ECDHE traffic 
(Comparing costs of F5 vs. NetScaler per 
1000 transactions/second):

F5 iSeries i4600 NetScaler 8920

$19,354 $11,400

Save up to 70% for web and HTTP traffic 
(Comparing costs of F5 vs. NetScaler per 
10,000 transactions/second):

F5 iSeries i4600 NetScaler 8920

$2,287 $671

* F5’s Premium Maintenance and NetScaler Gold Maintenance were used in addition to each appliance’s MSRP when 
calculating total asset costs

** 5 year asset costs include maintenance renewals in addition to initial acquisition costs over the term of ownership
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The Advantages of Consolidation with 
Multi-Tenancy 

By consolidating ADCs and point solutions onto a single multi-tenant platform, customers are 
able to expand capacity while reducing the number of devices. This generates cost savings in 
several ways:

Reduce the Size of Your Hardware Purchase

A single appliance that can host multiple virtualized ADC instances allows you to retire 
old devices without replacing them one-for-one. 

Reduce Day-to-Day IT Management Costs

By retiring old devices and cutting back on appliance sprawl, you reduce the demands 
on IT for ongoing support, troubleshooting and upgrades. 

Streamline Crucial IT Tasks

Consolidation simplifies your network through automation and the ability to make 
changes to virtual ADCs with the click of a button. This reduces the time spent by IT on 
app deployment, virtual-IP setup, and configuration scripting. 

Reduce Future Purchases

Avoid having to buy, configure and manage ADC devices dedicated to relatively small or 
minor applications.

Reduce Your Hardware Footprint

Fewer physical devices means lower power consumption and reduced rack space 
requirements.
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The Financial Impacts of Consolidation

What is the potential ROI a customer may realize by consolidating their ADCs on a multi-tenant 
platform? To find out, Citrix commissioned Forrester Consulting to conduct a Total Economic 
Impact™ (TEI) study.

Demographics
Forrester interviewed several current Citrix NetScaler customers to examine the cost savings 
enabled by NetScaler SDX devices, which provide multitenancy options for consolidating ADC 
instances. Data aggregations and analysis resulted in a representative organization with the 
following characteristics:

Summary of Benefits
Forrester estimated that Citrix NetScaler has the following Return on Investment (ROI), Net 
Present Value (NPV) and other financial and business summary metrics for the representative 
organization: 

Deployment
6 SDX 11500 series

Industry
Insurance

Employees
15,000

Virtualization
30 instances

Apps
100

NPV
$879,000

Payback
9 months

ROI
88%

Avoided Purchases
15 ADC
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Present Value (PV) of Benefits and Costs
Forrester interviewed several current Citrix NetScaler customers to examine the cost savings 
enabled by NetScaler SDX devices, which provide multitenancy options for consolidating ADC 
instances. Data aggregations and analysis resulted in a representative organization with the 
following characteristics:
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Citrix device purchase and 
licensing

Deployment resource costs
Savings from avoided 
management of retired devices 
and avoided purchases

IT resource and task savings

Avoided business downtime

Benefits: $1.88 million PV Costs: $1.0 million PV

Disclosures

The reader should be aware of the following: 

• The organization details and values of costs and benefits are representative of a composite organization constructed from 
aggregated feedback based on interviews with four Citrix NetScaler customers.  

• This document is an abridged version of a full case study: The Total Economic Impact Of Citrix NetScaler, October, 2015. The 
document can be found at https://deliver.citrix.com/WWWB1015NS_Forrester_TEI_2015.html.  

• The study was commissioned by Citrix and conducted by Forrester Consulting.  

• Forrester makes no assumptions as to the potential return on investment that other organizations will receive. Please read 
the full case study for additional disclosures. TEI Methodology Total Economic ImpactTM (TEI) is a methodology developed by 
Forrester Research that enhances a company’s technology decision-making processes and assists vendors in communicating 
the value proposition of their products and services to clients. The TEI methodology helps companies demonstrate, justify, 
and realize the tangible value of IT initiatives to both senior management and other key business stakeholders. The TEI 
methodology consists of four components to evaluate investment value: benefits, costs, risks, and flexibility. 
(https://forrester.com/marketing/product/consulting/tei.html)

https://deliver.citrix.com/WWWB1015NS_Forrester_TEI_2015.html
https://forrester.com/marketing/product/consulting/tei.html
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The Advantages of a Pooled Capacity 
Licensing Model

Decoupling software from hardware, and subscribing to a shared pool of capacity paves the 
way to a flexible ADC infrastructure that can be deployed in either hardware or software, 
without being locked to a physical device. 

Pooled Capacity licensing generates cost savings in several ways.

Reduce Excess Capacity

Allocate bandwidth efficiently on an as-needed basis—instead of paying for maximum 
capacity everywhere on a just-in-case basis. Ideal for global datacenters that operate 
on a follow-the-sun schedule.

Protect Your Investment As You Migrate to the Cloud

If a year from now you decide to move your workloads to a virtual or cloud-based 
solution, you can transfer on-premise licensed capacity to cloud-hosted appliances. 

Reduce Refresh Costs

ADC hardware investments are significantly lower with Pooled Capacity. If a forced 
refresh occurs due to performance limitations, the cost to purchase new hardware is 
significantly reduced. 

Pay-as-You-Grow For Maximum Flexibility

When performance and scalability requirements change, increased capacity can be 
applied to your appliance from a central management console. 
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How Pooled Capacity Licensing Works

Most ADC devices are licensed with a permanent static license that allows a certain 
throughput. Capacity is locked to that device and cannot be shared with other devices. One 
common result is that enterprise customers end up purchasing maximum capacity ADC 
appliances across all their datacenter locations, even though at any given time of day, only 
certain locations require that much bandwidth.  An ADC solution that allows you to combine 
your licenses as a pool of capacity changes all that. Now you can maintain all your capacity in 
a centralized repository. Your IT admin sets policies to provision and de-provision bandwidth to 
particular datacenters as needed, and you save the cost of purchasing maximum, round-the-
clock capacity for all locations. 

• Purchase a multi-year subscription pool of capacity 

• Purchase zero capacity hardware if required

• Deploy NetScaler Management and Analytics System for license control

• Allocate ADC instances to hardware, or as a virtual appliance or containerized service

50
Gbps

100
Gbps

50
Gbps

Pooled
Capacity
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The Financial Impacts of a Pooled Capacity 
Licensing Model

What is the potential cost savings a customer may realize by choosing an ADC solution that 
enables pooled capacity licensing?

To find out, consider the following comparison of performance and estimated TCO between two 
scenarios.

Quantity Unit Price Amount

Up front purchase to support 400 Gbps of bandwidth

Citrix NetScaler MPX 25100-40G Enterprise Edition 4 $200,000 $800,000

3 Years Gold Maintenance Citrix NetScaler MPX 25100-40G 
Enterprise Edition

4 $95,040 $380,160

New virtual instances to support cloud up to 120 Gbps of bandwidth

VPX 3000 Enterprise Edition (3 Gbps) 40 $28,000 $1,120,000

VPX 3000 Enterprise Edition (3 Gbps) Software Maintenance 40 $6,160 $246,400

Software maintenance renewals 80 $6,160 $492,800

Total $3,039,360

Scenario Two: Pooled Capacity Licensing
Four appliances are purchased that will support up to 400 Gbps of bandwidth, with a three 
year pooled capacity license subscription.

Scenario One: Conventional Licensing
Four NetScaler 25100-40G appliances with Enterprise Edition purchased with conventional 
licensing, and an additional 120 Gbps of VPX licenses purchased for transitionary workloads in 
the cloud after the first year.

Quantity Unit Price Amount

Zero capacity hardware

Zero capacity hardware 4 $82,000 $328,000

3 Years Gold Maintenance 4 $38,966 $155,865

Subscription pool for 400 Gbps of bandwidth

3-Year subscription Pooled 400 Gbp 400 $3,600 $1,440,000

Total $1,923,865
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Key Takeaways
In this eBook we have presented three ways that Citrix NetScaler can help you maximize the 
value of your ADC investment.

Advantages of Choosing NetScaler for a Conventional 
Hardware Refresh

• Citrix Netscaler offers a better price performance than F5’s newest iSeries 
platform

• Instead of paying $25K per thousand transactions per second for ECDHE 
encrypted traffic, pay $11,400

• Instead of paying $2287 per 10,000 transaction/second for web traffic and 
HTTP, pay $671

Advantages of Choosing NetScaler to Consolidate ADCs on a 
Multi-Tenant Platform

• Reduce the size of your hardware purchase. 

• Reduce day-to-day IT management costs. 

• Streamline crucial IT tasks. 

• Reduce future purchases.

• Reduce your hardware footprint.  

Advantages of Choosing NetScaler with Pooled Capacity 
Licensing

• Reduce excess capacity. 

• Protect your investment as you transfer to the cloud. 

• Reduce refresh costs. 

• Pay-as-you-grow for maximum flexibility

1

2

3
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To find out more, visit
www.citrix.com/products/netscaler-adc/compare.html

Citrix NetScaler is an industry-leading application delivery solution 
that secures and optimizes application delivery from a datacenter 
or from a cloud based infrastructure. It ensures 100% application 
availability, enhances end-to-end application performance, secures 
applications by providing application layer attack protection, and 
improves application server efficiency—all in a single device, with 
unified, easy-to-define policies.

https://www.citrix.com/products/netscaler-adc/compare.html

